**WCMS:** We continue to use the WCMS software for informing the members of our community on UW retirees issues. Information on the coach tour program, the spring and fall luncheons and the annual fall reception are all available on the site. Campus activities of interest to the retirees can also be found on our web pages.

**Ticketfi:** The online reservation system, Ticketfi, has proven to be effective for events, both on campus and of campus. This system helps to analyze the attendees' attendance patterns, trends, and sources of engagement. It also generates online graphical reports which can be exported to excel for analysis. A waiting list feature is now available so attendees can register and be placed on the wait list and we will be able to select x number of people from that wait list in the Dashboard of Ticketfi- these attendees will then receive notification as well.

**Facebook:** FaceBook is continuously updated with pictures from the various UWRA events. These pictures are organized into albums and can be accessed from the bottom of the retirees pages by clicking on the FB icon.

This website has the most up-to-date information on UWRA news and events, usually in advance of other publications. You can also find contact details for the UWRA board members, the UWRA newsletters in colour, UW computer account and other links to resources of interest to retirees. If there are items of interest you would like to see on the website, please contact a board member. To view the website, go to http://retirees.uwaterloo.ca.